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Demand and Supply of Safe Assets in the Economy

The Division of Economic and Risk Analysis (“DERA”) has reviewed recent evidence on
the availability of domestic government securities and global “safe assets.” The
memorandum is intended to assist the Commission in the development of final rules
regarding Money Market Fund (MMF) Reform that could possibly increase the demand
for these assets.
We focus not only on the availability of domestic government securities, but also global
safe assets. The fungibility and hence substitutability of global safe assets in other
contexts (but not for money market funds) would likely free up supplies of domestic
government securities elsewhere. DERA staff (“staff”) note a marked increase in the
global demand for domestic government securities and global safe assets but do not
anticipate that, if such changes were adopted, the impact would be large relative to the
domestic and global markets for safe assets.
Safe Assets
Definition
A safe asset is defined as any debt asset that promises a fixed amount of money in the
future with virtually no default risk. Safe assets are generally considered to be
information insensitive: Investors’ concerns about asymmetric information or adverse
selection are ameliorated when trading because the asset’s creditworthiness is known
with near certainty, reducing the need for investors to collect information. The safety of a
given asset does not depend on the creditworthiness of the issuer alone but also is
determined by the liquidity of the market in which the asset trades and by guarantees. 2
Any asset can be rendered safe by an implicit or explicit promise from a central bank or
credit-worthy institution to buy it if its price falls below a certain level.
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Demand for Safe Assets
Investors rely on safe assets to provide a reliable store of value, collateral in repurchase
and derivatives markets, instruments to fulfill prudential requirements, and pricing
benchmarks. 3 Empirical evidence using the Federal Reserve’s Flow of Funds data
indicates the annual percentage of safe assets relative to all assets has remained relatively
constant around 33 percent over the last 30 years. 4 That said, overall assets in the United
States have risen from about four times GDP in 1952 to ten times GDP in 2010, which
means the dollar demand for safe assets has increased. In addition, there has been an
increase in global demand for safe assets. Rapid economic growth of emerging
economies, coupled with a lack of saving vehicles in those countries, has triggered
demand for safe assets, including those ‘produced’ in the United States. 5 In addition,
governments around the world have instituted monetary policies and regulatory reforms
in the wake of the 2008 Financial Crisis that have increased the demand for safe assets.
New prudential requirements, increased collateral needs for over-the-counter derivatives
transactions or their transfer to centralized counterparties, and the increasing use of such
assets in central bank operations have heightened demand. 6
Supply of Safe Assets
Historically, bank deposits and Treasuries constitute the vast majority of domestic safe
assets. Over time, however, the percentage of safe assets supplied by commercial banks
has fallen, causing the primary supplier of safe assets to shift from commercial banks to
other participants in the financial sector, including those that issued highly rated ‘privatelabel’ debt manufactured through the securitization of risky assets. “…[B]ank deposits
were nearly 80 percent of the total through the 1950s and 1960s, and remained as high as
70 percent as late as 1978. This percentage then began a steep 30-year decline, with the
rise of money market mutual funds, broker-deal commercial paper, securitized debt from
GSEs, and other asset-backed securities. On the eve of the financial crisis, the share of
bank deposits had fallen to 27 percent.” 7
During the 2008 Financial Crisis, some purportedly safe private-label assets lost their
information insensitive status when valuations fell and ratings were downgraded. The
supply of “private sector securitization issuance declined from more than $3 trillion in the
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United States and Europe in 2007 to less than $750 billion in 2010.” 8 In addition, the
number of sovereigns whose debt is considered to be safe decreased as central banks
committed resources to stimulate economic growth and shore up their countries’ financial
markets. 9 Whereas “68 percent of advanced economies carried a AAA-rating at end
2007, the proportion dropped to 52 percent by end-January 2012. This amounts to
approximately $15 trillion of sovereign debt globally by end-June 2011.” 10 The fall in the
number of sovereigns whose debt is considered to be safe “is projected to remove some
$9 trillion from the supply of safe assets by 2016, or roughly 16 percent of the projected
total.” 11 Not everyone agrees, however, that safe sovereign debt has in fact declined. The
OECD, using a more expansive definition of safety, argues safe sovereign assets have
actually increased since 2007. 12 Similarly, Goldman Sachs documents the supply of safe
sovereign securities has increased in the U.S. and G10 countries overall, but has fallen in
Europe. 13 Goldman Sachs documents the supply of private and public safe assets to be
stable, although the composition has shifted from private to public securities.
The IMF in April 2012 estimated there are $74 trillion in safe assets globally. 14 “As of
end-2011, AAA-rated and AA-rated OECD government securities accounted for $33
trillion or 45 percent of the total supply of potentially safe assets. Although asset safety
should not be viewed as being directly linked to credit ratings, they are used here as a
rough indication of market perception. Securitized instruments—including mortgagebacked and other asset-backed securities and covered bonds—still play an important role
as potentially safe assets, accounting for 17 percent of the global aggregate, followed by
corporate debt (11 percent), and gold (11 percent). The markets for supranational debt
and covered bonds are limited, collectively accounting for roughly six percent.” 15
The quantity of safe assets for use specifically as collateral depends not only on the
volume of safe assets but also their availability for re-use in the financial markets. Many
of the safe assets described above are held by buy and hold investors and are not
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available for re-use. Holding or ‘silo-ing’ safe assets as well as regulatory policies that
decrease the re-use or ‘velocity’ of collateral reduce the amount of safe assets available
for collateral. Such assets have declined as the result of “(i) some aspects of
unconventional monetary policies pursued by advanced economy central banks that
remove good collateral from markets to their balance sheet where it is silo-ed; [and] (ii)
regulatory demands stemming from Basel III, Dodd Frank, EMIR etc. that entail building
collateral buffers at banks, CCPs etc.” 16 Although these changes were designed to
enhance financial stability, they contemporaneously have increased the demand for and
reduced the effective supply of collateral. The pledged collateral market shrank from $10
trillion at the end of 2007 to about $6 trillion at the end of 2012, while the velocity or reuse of collateral fell as well. 17
Questions are now being raised as to whether the global economy has and will have an
adequate supply of safe assets. Analysts from the International Monetary Fund and Credit
Suisse, for example, predict a shortfall. 18 Arguments supporting the idea of a shortfall,
however, ignore the ability of market participants to adjust to a changing landscape. For
example, sustained excess demand for safe assets should increase the price of safe assets
and lower rates. These higher prices should attract new private-label safe assets to the
market. At the same time, market participants have incentives to identify new sources of
safe assets and ways to transform asset risk. As prices rise, the supply of safe assets,
where supply is defined by the price of safe assets times the quantity of securities, should
increase. The lowering of rates and corresponding increases in prices should bolster the
solvency of governments and other issuers, thereby lowering the risk of securities issued
and allowing them to perhaps increase the supply of safe assets. 19 Other adjustments
might transpire as well: Regulators, for example, may choose to alter regulatory
requirements that affect the demand and supply of safe assets and collateral over time. In
addition, central banks may provide guarantees or ‘monetary backstops’ for private-label
securities, thereby transforming them into safe assets. 20 Alternatively, they may
transform or “rent” good collateral to strong counterparties. At the same time,
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governments can issue additional safe-asset debt. 21 Market participants will also have
incentives to improve their management of collateral.
Shift in Investment from Prime Money Market Funds to Government Funds
In the 2013 Proposing Release, the Commission proposed to exempt government MMFs
from a floating NAV requirement and fees and gates. If adopted, some investors that
today invest in prime MMFs may shift their investments to government MMFs, thereby
raising the demand for domestic government securities and safe assets in the economy.
In November 2013, prime funds held approximately $1,783 billion in assets, whereas
government and treasury funds held $952 billion in assets, or around 32 percent of all
money market fund assets. It is difficult to estimate the amount of money that might shift
from prime MMFs into government funds if the Commission adopts the floating NAV
exemption, but if even 20 percent of prime fund investments shifted into government
funds, approximately $357 billion dollars would need to be invested in government
securities. Given the global market for safe assets is estimated to be $74 trillion, 22 it is
difficult to envision such flows would create a problem. Moreover, evidence from the
2008 Financial Crisis indicates government funds are able to absorb large inflows,
especially if they occur over a period of time. 23 As shown in Figure 1, government
money market fund assets increased by $409 billion (44 percent) during the Crisis Month
(9/2/2008 to 10/7/2008), whereas prime fund assets fell by $498 billion (24 percent). 24
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Figure 1: Daily Total Net Asset Values, 1/2/2007-5/2/2009

An increase in demand for safe assets without a concomitant increase in supply could
increase safe-asset prices and lower returns. As shown in Figure 2, the rates on Treasury
bills fell leading up to the 2008 Financial Crisis. Despite absorbing $409 billion of assets,
rates became negative in only a few instances, as indicated in Figure 3.
Figure 2: Treasury Bill Rates, 7/31/2001-1/31/2012
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Figure 3: Treasury Bill Rates, 7/31/2008-3/31/2012

Increasing the Percentage of Safe Assets in Government Funds
Currently, government MMFs may invest up to 20 percent of their portfolios in nongovernment securities. 25 A credit event in the 20 percent portion of a government fund’s
portfolio could trigger a drop in shadow price, thereby creating incentives for
shareholders to redeem shares ahead of other investors. The Commission therefore asked
questions in the 2013 Proposing Release as to whether there should be additional limits or
requirements on the 20 percent threshold.
As Figure 4 shows, on average government MMFs invest less than five percent of their
assets in non-government securities today, 85 percent invest less than eight percent, and
90 percent invest less than 15 percent. Government funds invested approximately $2.8
billion in non-government assets as compared to $503 billion in government assets in
November 2013. Given the size of the global market for safe assets, the staff does not
anticipate a problem if the Commission lowers the 20 percent threshold. Concomitantly,
the staff does not anticipate that lowering the 20 percent threshold would impose heavy
portfolio rebalancing costs on funds. Even if some funds must rebalance their portfolios
towards more government securities, the market appears to be able to absorb some
rebalancing, as evidenced during the 2008 Financial Crisis.
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Figure 4: Distribution of Government MMF Investments in Non-Government
Securities in Between November 2010 and November 2013
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